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Abstract
The project introduced on this report belongs to a research conducted by the group of
Advanced Hardware Architectures from the Electronic Engineering Department from the
UPC, whose purpose is the development of multiprocessing architecture emulation for
Spiking Neural Networks (SNAVA) based on configurable devices. SNAVA is a scalable
architecture, multi-model, which allows the implementation of different applications and
neural models. In this context the neural topology required for each implementation,
needs to be defined by source and destination addresses that define the synaptic
connections between neurons. The addresses are currently made in a flat text file under
the required format. The drawback presented, especially for relatively large neural
networks is to enter this information manually with the consequent loss of time and the
probability of making typographical errors.
The objective of this work is to design and implement a graphical interface capable of
facilitating the creation of topological definition file from an SNN for SNAVA architecture.
To meet this goal it is imperative to have a clear idea of the required for synaptic
connections definition format as well as the different network configurations that can be
implemented with this architecture. Depending on user needs it is imperative to choose
the most suitable development tool.
After understanding the basic operation of SNAVA and define what types of networks the
software has to create, tutors and I decided to use Python and PyQt Python library.
The result is a simple graphical interface capable of reducing the time and number of
errors when creating topological definition file.
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Resum
El projecte presentat a continuació forma part d’un treball d’investigació dut a terme pel
grup d’Arquitectura Avançada de Hardware del Departament d’enginyeria electrònica de
la UPC, la finalitat del qual es el desenvolupament d’una Arquitectura de
Multiprocessament per l’emulació de Xarxes Neuronals tipus Spiking (SNAVA) basat en
dispositius configurables. SNAVA es una arquitectura escalable, multimodel, que permet
la implementació de diferents aplicacions i models neuronals. En aquest context la
topologia neuronal requerida per cada implementació, necessita ser definida mitjançant
direccions d’origen i destí que defineixen les connexions sinàptiques entre neurones. Les
direccions actualment son introduïdes en un arxiu pla de text, sota el format requerit.
L’inconvenient que es presenta, especialment per xarxes neuronals relativament grans
es introduir aquesta informació de manera manual amb la conseqüent pèrdua de temps i
la probabilitat de cometre errors tipogràfics.
En aquest sentit, l’objectiu del treball serà dissenyar e implementar una interfase gràfica
capaç de facilitar la creació del arxiu de definició topològica d’una SNN per l’arquitectura
SNAVA. Per complir amb aquest objectiu es imperatiu tenir una idea clara del format
requerit per a la definició de connexions sinàptiques, així com les diferents
configuracions de xarxa que es poden implementar amb l’arquitectura disponible i així,
en funció de les necessitats del usuari escollir l’eina de desenvolupament adequada.
Després de comprendre el funcionament bàsic de SNAVA i definir que tipus de xarxes ha
de crear el software, els tutors y jo vam decidir utilitzar Python amb la llibreria PyQt.
El resultat es una interfase gràfica senzilla capaç de reduir el temps i el número d’errors
al crear l’arxiu de definició topològica.
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Resumen
El proyecto presentado en el presente reporte forma parte de un trabajo de investigación
llevado a cabo por el grupo de Arquitecturas Avanzadas de Hardware del Departamento
de Ingeniería Electrónica de la UPC, cuya finalidad es el desarrollo de una Arquitectura
de Multiprocesamiento para la emulación de Redes Neuronales tipo Spiking (SNAVA)
basada en dispositivos configurables. SNAVA es una arquitectura escalable, multimodelo,
que permite la implementación de diferentes aplicaciones y modelos neuronales. En
este contexto la topología neuronal requerida para cada implementación, necesita ser
definida mediante direcciones origen y destino que definen las conexiones sinápticas
entre neuronas. Las direcciones actualmente son introducidas en un archivo plano de
texto, bajo el formato requerido. El inconveniente que se presenta, especialmente para
redes neuronales relativamente grandes es introducir esta información manualmente con
la consecuente pérdida de tiempo y la probabilidad de cometer errores tipográficos.
En este sentido, el objetivo de este trabajo será diseñar e implementar una interface
gráfica capaz de facilitar la creación del archivo de definición topológica de una SNN
para la arquitectura SNAVA. Para cumplir con este objetivo es imperativo tener una
idea clara del formato requerido para la definición de conexiones sinápticas, así como las
diferentes configuraciones de red que se pueden implementar con dicha arquitectura.
Para así, en función de las necesidades del usuario escoger la herramienta de
desarrollo más adecuada.
Tras comprender el funcionamiento básico de SNAVA y definir qué tipos de redes tiene
que crear el software, los tutores y yo decidimos usar Python con la librería PyQt.
El resultado es una interface gráfica sencilla capaz de reducir el tiempo y el número de
errores al crear el archivo de definición topológica.
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1.

Introduction

Usually, scientists and technologists look for inspiration in the environment to find
solutions to mankind problems or needs. In the branch of computing, if we take a fast
look around, we can easily realize that the closest thing to a computer done by nature is
our brain. The brain is carefully created by a bunch of neurons. These neurons are
connected to each other to create huge networks capable of making us move, talk, feel
and even think almost instantly. Moreover, the brain is capable of handling problems that
are hard to recreate in a computer. Artificial intelligence has been trying to recreate it but
is hard to fit it properly to the reality.
That’s one of the reasons why it is important to study neural networks but there are still
more. For example, if we can understand the neural networks operation we will be able to
understand how our brain works. That’s interesting because lots of pathologies occur in
the brain. So if we can emulate and simulate neural networks, we can help Medicine to
evolve. Also, if we can understand how neurons interact, we can interact with them using
technology resulting in prostheses controlled by the brain or other staff such as drones
dancing to the sound of our thoughts.
In order to study the networks, this project uses SNAVA boards, which are developed to
emulate neurons' behaviour.
Concreting, this project is developed with the purpose of helping the main project by
making the process of creating the documents needed to be charged in the SNAVA‘s
boards automatic and human error free.
1.1.

Statement of purpose

The main purpose of this project is to generate a text file with the data needed to load a
specific network on the FPGA optimizing the time and the effort that supposes doing it
manually. That should be done through an easy and clean interface which could be used
without problems by the user. In order to help the user to control possible errors or view
what it's being loaded, the interface should show the current network that is being
generated, displayed on a graph.
1.2.

Requirements and specifications

The developed software is an initial version. The needs of the users are going to grow at
the same time that the main project evolves. Therefore, a fundamental requirement is to
write a code that can be improved in the future. The code must be scalable because the
number of resources could increase and the code needs to be open to changes. The
main reason to use Python as the programming language is that it fits perfectly with the
requirements. Python is an open source language that can be used without the need of a
license. Moreover, the Python community is growing fast, which gives the possibility to
find a lot of packages with lots of utilities that can do the work of programming easier.
Concreting, in this case, the use of the PyQt package has been essential to developing
the interface windows.
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The specifications of the software are:

1.3.



It has to be able to generate Regular Lattice distributions.



It has to be able to generate Ordered Lattice. A group of neurons that follows a
concrete pattern in their connections.



It has to be able to generate a Random Lattice. A group of neurons where
connections are distributed randomly in function of a standard deviation.



It has to be able to read topologies from standard files.



Each lattice must be shown on the interface screen in order to verify its proper
distribution.



Each configuration must generate two documents. The first defines the virtual
network and the second is the standard document created to load the network
topology on the FPGA.

Methods and procedures

This project is intended to help the main project, therefore, the needs of the users have to
be specified in order to take them into account when developing the software. Also it is
important to stay in continuous contact with the users to adapt the software to their
preferences.
The chosen language to develop the GUI is Python with the PyQt package. In order to
use PyQt, the author of this study, Has used Python as an Object-oriented programming
language.
In order to check the proper software's operation, it is imperative to debug the software
using different configurations on SNAVA input interface.
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1.4.

Work plan

1.4.1. Work Breakdown Structure

Neural Network
Software

Initation

Planning

SNAVA
information

Execution

Project proposal
and workplan

Control

Closeout

Input software

Weekly meetings

Final Report

Neural networks
information

Output software

Project critical
review

TFG Defense

Python, PyNN,
BRAIAN and other
Python toolkits

Testing

Test verification

Figure 1: Work Breakdown Structure

1.4.2.Milestones

WP#

Task#

Short title

Milestone / deliverable

Date (week)

2

1

Project proposal and
work plan

Project proposal and work
plan

5/10/2015

3

1

Input software

Input software

25/11/2015

3

2

Output software

Output software

7/12/2015

3

3

Testing

Conclusions about the
properly behaviour

20/12/2015

4

2

Critical review

Critical review

1/12/2015

5

1

Final report

Final report

11/1/2016

Table 1: Milestones
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1.4.3. Work Packages, Tasks and Milestones

Work Packages:
Project: Neural Network Software

WP ref: 1

Major constituent: Initiation

Sheet 1 of 4

Short description:

Planned start date: 14/9/2015

In order to initiate the project I must learn how SNAVA
works and how neural networks work. In addition I have
to get in contact with Python programming language and
some toolkits prepared for neural networks like PyNN.

Planned end date: 5/10/2015

Internal task T1: SNAVA information

Start event: 14/9/2015
End event: 5/10/2015
Deliverables:

Dates:

Read SNAVA’s user guide and other documents
provided by the supervisors.
Internal task T2: Neural network information
Read neural networks’ documents provided by the
supervisors.
Internal task T3: Python, PyNN, BRIAN and other python
toolkits
Get in contact with Python programming language doing
the tutorials provided by Python’s website and toolkits
tutorials.
Table 2: First sheet

Project: Neural Network Software

WP ref: 2

Major constituent: Planning

Sheet 2 of 4

Short description:

Planned start date: 14/9/2015

Specify the project with the supervisor and write the
project proposal and work plan.

Planned end date: 5/10/2015
Start event: 14/9/2015
End event: 5/10/2015

Internal task T1:

Deliverables:

Write the project proposal and work plan

Project
proposal and
work plan

Dates:

5/10/2015

Project: Neural Network Software

WP ref: 3

Major constituent: Execution

Sheet 2 of 4
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Short description:

Planned start date: 5/10/2015

This work package is the core of the project. It consist
on develop and test the software.

Planned end date: 20/12/2015
Start event: 5/10/2015
End event: 20/12/2015

Internal task T1: Input Software

Deliverables:

Dates:

Create a User Interface that allows the user to introduce
the required parameters both in text and graphically
(GUI).
The interface should provide the option to edit model,
topology and some neuronal connection metrical
parameters.
Internal task T2: Output Software
Create and automatic translator which generate a data
that could be run on SNAVA boards based on the data
generated by the Input software.
Internal task T3: Testing
Test the software with the hardware boards using
several configurations.
Table 3: Second sheet

Project: Neural Network Software

WP ref: 4

Major constituent: Control

Sheet 3 of 4

Short description:

Planned start date: 14/9/2015

In order to comply with dates, comply with the proposed
work and take actions if it’s needed to change or correct
any part of the project, there are some meetings and
documents expected.

Planned end date: 11/1/2016

Internal task T1: Input Software
Create a User Interface that allows the user to introduce
the required parameters both in text and graphically
(GUI).
The interface should provide the option to edit model,
topology and some neuronal connection metrical
parameters.

Start event: 14/9/2015
End event:
Deliverables:

Project
Critical
Review

Dates:

1/12/2015

Internal task T2: Output Software
Create and automatic translator which generate a data
that could be run on SNAVA boards based on the data
generated by the Input software.
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Internal task T3: Testing
Test the software with the hardware boards using
several configurations.

Table 4: Third sheet

Project: Neural Network Software

WP ref: 5

Major constituent: Closure

Sheet 4 of 4

Short description:

Planned start date:
20/12/2015

Write the Final report and do the TFG defense in order
to finalize the project.

Planned end date:
Start event:
End event:

Internal task T1: Final report

Deliverables:

Dates:

Final report

11/1/2016

Write the Final report.
Internal task T2: TFG defense
Do the TFG defense.
Table 5: Fourth sheet
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Gantt Diagram:

Figure 2: Gantt diagram
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1.5.

Deviations from the initial plan and incidences

Incidences:
During the project development, has been encountered few incidences:
The first one had to do with the difficulty to find the correct Python package to create the
GUI. At first Tkinter was used but it was bound to get the expected GUI. An extra time
has been need searching another GUI creator package. Finally PyQt has been found.
The second one was that, in order to develop the input software, the agreement with
supervisors about what inputs they will need took an extra time.
The third one was that using PyQt was more complex than had been expected and some
complex software features took more time to be developed because there are fewer
examples on internet about how to use complex widgets.
The fourth was that the development of the software has been faster than the
agreements with the supervisors and eventually the software has suffered some
redirections or changes on the specifications causing a great loss of time.
Despite it was agreed to have weekly meetings with the supervisors, in many cases they
took not place because I thought that I had all the information and could continue
developing.
The fifth was that, at the beginning, the milestones where taking into account a fulltime
schedule but finally it has been a part time dedication because of other work issues. This
change of dedication has produced great delays.
And the sixth has been that the debugging took more much time that the expected due to
a lack of information about the standard document the FPGA needs and the agreements
with the supervisors. The reduced presence at the laboratory has been an important
reason that contributed to this lack of information, as in this ongoing research project it is
not possible to have the developments perfectly documented.

Work plan modification:
Due to the loss of time the project plan has been expanded on time. What was planned to
end on November was ended on December, what was planned to end on December
ended on January.
Then the debugging phase has been done since January until April, fixing bugs and
attending the supervisors’ requests to make the software more understandable to new
users.
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2.

State of the art of the technology used or applied in this
thesis:

A background, comprehensive review of the literature is required. This is known as the
Review of Literature and should include relevant, recent research that has been done on
the subject matter.

2.1.

Introduction

The human body is a great engineering design and particularly brain has a fascinating
one. This section coordinates and controls all that happens in our body. We are made of
cells and in the case of the brain, that cell is called “Neuron”. The brain is considered in a
huge amount of investigations and researches as the most complex architecture that has
been created. Speech recognition, signal processing, image processing, communication,
chemical reactions, encoding, decoding, decision-making, etc., all are functions that can
be found both in engineering and in brains.
Nowadays, smart applications are the objective of science and engineering so it becomes
natural trying to imitate the brain as a processor that allows the machines to react without
human supervision to different kind of stimuli. So that’s the main reason why neural
networks models are needed. This need of produce applications inspired by biology has
become the field named “Biologically Inspired Engineering”.
Most of the applications in this field are being created at simulation level but sometimes, if
one wants to get closer to reality, hardware applications are needed. The new
engineering domain for these applications is called “Neuromorphic Engineering”[1].
Neuromorphic Engineering is an interdisciplinary field which is an amalgamation of
various fields of science and engineering such as biology, physics, computer science,
electronics etc. It involves designing artificial neural systems like auditory processors,
vision systems, autonomous robots etc. An architecture developed using Neuromorphic
engineering is called a Neuromorphic Computer. Some examples of neuromorphic
computers are Brains in Silicon, SpiNNAker etc.
Also, in order to emulate spiking neural networks in a compact and flexible form, based
on SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) SNAVA was implemented.

2.2.

Biological concepts

2.2.1 NEURONS
A neuron is an impulse-conducting cell that is the functional unit of the nervous system,
consisting of the cell body and its processes, axon and dendrites. A mammalian brain
contains nearly 100 billion neurons [2]. Neurons transmit electrical and chemical signals
to communicate to each other. These signals are referred to as action potentials, nerve
impulses or spikes.
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Neurons are classified into sensory neurons, motor neurons, and inter neurons,
depending on the information they carry. Also, afferent neurons are sensory neurons and
efferent neurons are motor neurons.

2.2.2 NEURON STRUCTURE
Neurons are divided in three parts: dendrites, soma and axon.

2.2.2.1 Dendrites
They are thin branches that arise from the soma multiple times to form the “Dendritic tree”.
Each Dendrite generally extends up to a length of hundreds of micrometers. These
dendrites are points of connections between neurons. Dendrites are responsible for the
propagation of the electrochemical signals to the soma [3]. Moreover, it is important to
know that dendrites do not process the electrochemical signals.
2.2.2.2 Soma
The soma is the bulbous end of the neuron which contains the nucleus where most of the
protein synthesis process takes place.

2.2.2.3 Axon
The special cellular extension which arises from the cell body from a point called the
“Axon
Hillock”. The axons typically conduct the electrical impulses away from the cell body.
Some types of neurons do not have axons and transmit the signals through their
dendrites. A human neuron cannot have more than one axon in it. [4]
2.2.2.4 Synapse
The connection formed by the axon of neuron with the dendrite of another one is called
as synapse.
In some cases the dendrite of one neuron connected to the dendrite of another neuron
also forms a synaptic connection. The transfer of electrochemical signals from one
neuron to another is done through these synapses. At a particular synapse, the
membrane of the axon closely adjoins the membrane of the target cell, and special
molecular structures serve to transmit electrical or electrochemical signals across the gap.
A picture of a neuron is shown in the Figure 3.
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Figure 3 : Schematic representation of a neuron [5]

2.2.3 Neurons’ communication
Neurotransmissions also called synaptic transmissions is the electrical and chemical
process that neurons use to communicate each other’s. The action potential triggers the
release of neurotransmitters. The action potential is a propagating electrical signal that is
generated by exploiting the electrically excitable membrane of the neuron. The dendrites
receive information. Then the information passes through the cell body to be processed
and then is sent to the axon. In the axon the electrical signal travels to the synaptic gap.
For transmitter neurons, the Pre-Synaptic term is used and Post-Synaptic is for receivers.
Sometimes the electrical signal can go across the synaptic gap but other times they
require neurotransmitters. Neurotransmitters are chemical messengers that are released
from the axon terminals to cross synaptic gap and reach dendrites of other neurons.

2.2.4 Biological Neural Networks
Neurons networks consist of several axons connected to dendrites on other neurons via
its synapse. If the sum of all input signals into a neuron, cross a threshold value, the
neuron reacts sending an action potential.
19

2.3.

Artificial Neural Networks

There are many types of networks but all of them have these fundamental components:
Sets of nodes and connections between nodes.
Computational units that receive inputs and process them generating an output, has the
role of nodes. The connections establish the pattern of the topology and support the
information flow that can be unidirectional or bidirectional.
In neuronal networks, the nodes represent artificial neurons and the network is called
artificial neural networks (ANNs).
Artificial neurons follow this model: [6]

Figure 4: Scheme of an artificial neural network. [7]

2.3.1 EVOLUTION OF ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

Neural networks have gone through three stages till nowadays:
1. Stage 1: Binary networks implemented by McCulloch and Pitts’ neurons and the
Hopfield network
2. Stage 2: Real-valued networks, where activation is representative of the “mean
firing rate” of a neuron, such as Back propagation networks and Kohonen selforganizing maps.

3. Stage 3: Spiking Neural Networks
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2.4.

Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs)

These models have a high level of realism in a neural simulation. SNNs take into account
the concept of time into their operating model in addition to the neuronal and synaptic
state. The neurons in the SNN do not fire at each propagation cycle but fire only when its
membrane potential reaches a specific threshold value. When a neuron fires, a signal is
generated and then transmitted to other neurons. This in turn, will lead to the increase or
decrease in the potentials of these neurons [7].
In the context of spiking neural networks, the current activation level which is modelled as
a differential equation is normally considered to be the neuron's state, with incoming
spikes pushing this value higher, and then either firing or decaying over time. There are
various coding techniques available for the interpretation of the outgoing spike train as an
equivalent real-value number, either relying on the frequency of spikes, or the timing
between spikes, to encode the information [7].

2.4.1 TYPES OF SPIKING NEURAL NETWORKS

There are 3 different types of spiking neural network models:

1. System of coupled equations of 2 or more variables using parameters with real
biophysical correlates.
2. System of coupled equations of 2 or more variables using parameters with no
biophysical correlates.
3. Integrate and Fire models.

Hodgkin-Huxley model is extremely complex though it is a model which produces results
with high level of accuracy. Integrate & Fire model is considered to be the simplest model
as it is easily understood, easily implemented and most commonly used neural model in
various applications [8]. There exist several fairly complex models as variants of Integrate
and Fire model. Maas and Bishop model, Iglesias and Villa model, Leaky integrate and
fire model, Izhikevich model and Reservoir model.

In order to emulate these artificial spiking neural networks SNAVA hardware was
developed.
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2.5.

SNAVA

SNAVA means Spiking Neural-networks Architecture for Versatile Applications [2] which
has been developed by the Advanced Hardware Architecture (AHA) Research Group of
ETSETB, Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Barcelona. This architecture was evolved
by improving the Ubhichip architecture which was designed as a part of the European
PERPLEXUS project [1].

2.5.1 SNAVA Architecture

SNAVA is Harvard architecture, RISC machine, SIMD processor that can emulate neural
networks. This architecture is currently developed on a Xilinx Kintex-7 KC05 FPGA
Development kit [9, 10].
SNAVA has a very complex architecture and in order to develop this project it isn’t
necessary to know it deeply. So I’m going to focus on the useful parts of this project.
More information about SNAVA architecture can be found on [6, 8, 10, 11,12].
The functional diagram of the architecture is shown in the Figure 5 below:

Figure 5: SNAVA Architecture [6]

In a general way SNAVA is composed of 4 main modules:
1. The Processing Element Array
2. Execution module
3. Access Control Module
4. AER control module
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2.5.1.1 The processing Element Array

Each processor element (PE) emulates a neuron but also each processor can use the
concept of virtualization or time multiplexing. Therefore, one processor can emulate more
than one neuron as it can be seen in the next figure [9].

Figure 6: The processing element array [6]

Nowadays the virtualization reach n layers depending on the FPGA board area but most
used configurations are between 2 and 7 layers of virtualization. Each layer is formed by
10x10 PE arrays but it is possible to get a bigger array and even connect several FPGAs
in order to expand the neural network.
The Processing Element (PE) is made up of three main modules:
1. Configurable Processing Element (CPE):
Responsible for computing all the parameters that describe a neural algorithm.

Figure 7: CPE [12]
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2. Synaptic BRAM:
The synaptic BRAM is used for storing the synaptic parameters of a particular
neuron.
3. Content Addressable Memory (CAM):
The CAM simulates the functionality of the biological synapse. It has ‘S’ (number
of synapses per physical PE) number of tags that represent the neuron IDs with
which the current neuron makes some synaptic connections. The entire network
topology is defined inside the CAM. The topology definition must contain details
about the source and destination Chips such as their Chip IDs (used to define
which chip is selected) (7 bits), the row and column positions (4 bits each) of the
neuron and the depth of virtualization of that particular neuron (3 bits).

Figure 8: Content Addressable Memory

In the figure 9 an example of the standard document to charge the neuron
network configuration is shown:

Figure 9: Example of the standard document to load the network configuration
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The first column on Figure 9 is a decimal number that shows the neuron’s synapse
(processor’s connection). Each synapse (connection) has an origin and a destiny. The
second, third, fourth and fifth columns represents this origin and the next four columns
the destiny. The last column shows if the synapse is excitatory or inhibitory. Both the
origin and destiny has the same format. First the CHIP ID, then the ordinate x and y, in
this order, that shows the position of the neuron (processor) on the FPGA and the final
column shows the virtualization level.

2.5.1.2 Execution module
This module is made up for Block RAM (BRAM) and the sequencer.


Block RAM:
This block is used for storing information of the neural network execution
algorithm. This memory block can store up to 1024 values, each of 32 bits in size.
The first few address locations are allocated for storing global constants
pertaining to the neural model. The remaining memory is assigned for storing the
instructions to execute the synapse and neural algorithms. These algorithms are
programmed in assembler code.



Sequencer:
The sequencer is in charge of controlling the complete flow of the system and
emulates the neural network in two phases:
o

First Phase: Calculates the synapse and neural parameters and generates
the spikes.

o

Second Phase: Sequencer is disabled and spikes are transmitted. Upon
receiving the notification from the AER control unit, the sequencer starts
operating in Phase 1.

2.5.1.3 Access Control Module
This module is in charge of giving access to the PE array and the sequencer from an
external CPU. It also initializes the system and it is responsible for debugging.
Access Control Module uses the BRAM, CPE access control and the Config_Unit.

2.5.1.4 AER control Module
The AER control module takes care of the communication between the PE’s on the same
FPGA and also between neural networks that uses more than one [12].
This project main goal is to facilitate the creation of the document that the CAM needs to
create the network topology. Or in other words, create the .txt document as the one
shown in figure 7.
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2.6.

Python

2.6.1 What is Python?

Python is an interpreter, object-oriented, high-level programming language with dynamic
semantics. Its high-level built in data structures, combined with dynamic typing and
dynamic binding; makes it very attractive for Rapid Application Development, as well as
for use as a scripting or glue language to connect existing components together.
Python simple, easy to learn syntax emphasizes readability and therefore reduces the
cost of program maintenance.
Python supports modules and packages, which
encourage program modularity and code reuse. The Python interpreter and the extensive
standard library are available in source or binary form without charge for all major
platforms, and can be freely distributed.
Often, programmers fall in love with Python because of the increased productivity it
provides. Since there is no compilation step, the edit-test-debug cycle is incredibly fast.
Debugging Python programs is easy: a bug or bad input will never cause a segmentation
fault. Instead, when the interpreter discovers an error, it raises an exception. When the
program doesn't catch the exception, the interpreter prints a stack trace. A source level
debugger allows inspection of local and global variables, evaluation of arbitrary
expressions, setting breakpoints, stepping through the code a line at a time, and so on.
The debugger is written in Python itself, testifying to Python's introspective power. On the
other hand, often the quickest way to debug a program is to add a few print statements to
the source: the fast edit-test-debug cycle makes this simple approach very effective.
2.6.2. Python neural modules and packages
Nowadays lots of technological and scientific modules and packages are developed using
Python. Due to this fact, it is normal that in neural field lots of packages has been
developed too in Python attending to the reasons explained in the previous section [13 to
21].
Some examples of neural networks packages are:


Brian2: This is a neural-network simulation module where tools for scientific
neural-networks simulation and display networks can be found.



PyNN: Is a simulator-independent language for building neuronal network models
[15].



NEURON: Scientific neural-network simulator.



NEST: Neural simulation tool.



PCSIM: Tool for simulating heterogeneous networks composed of different model
neurons and synapses.

As has been shown in previous pages SNAVA emulates SNN and requires from a text
document to charge the artificial topology on the board. Nowadays, this document has to
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be written manually so the aim of this project is to ease this task by creating a GUI that
will allow users to create different topologies and to get the text document automatically,
saving time and avoiding human errors.
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3.

Methodology and project development

3.1.

Definition of specifications

First of all the SNAVA standard text document has to be defined:


Each column is separated by a tabulator.



All columns have to be printed for all neuron and synapses.



All neurons (processors) have to be reflected on the document even if the
synapses aren’t connected.



All processors have to be printed with the same amount of synapses
(connections) even if the synapses are empty (not connected to another neuron).



Each synapse (connection) has an origin and a destiny. If there is a neuron
without origin connections, the origin must be printed as all zeros line.

The SNAVA standard is defined using the destination as a reference. That means that
the print must reflex the incoming connection. If a neuron has not incoming connections
the document must reflex it with a line of zeros on the origin side.

Then, the lattices that are going to be developed are:


Regular Lattice: consists of layers of neurons where each neuron excites all the
neurons in next layer as is shown in next figure:

Figure 10: Schema of a regular Lattice
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Ordered Lattice: refers to a distribution where all neurons have the same pattern
in their connections as is shown in next figure:

Figure 11: Schema of an ordered Lattice (one connection to the right and one down).

Random Lattice: is a random connections distribution between neurons from a module
that follows a Gaussian law depending on the distance between neurons. So it’s more
probable that two near neurons has a connection than another farther neuron.

Figure 12: An example of a random Lattice distribution. The black neuron is connected to green ones
without following any order or pattern and is disconnected to the red ones.
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3.2.

Project development

The project started with some recommendations from the advisors. The project was
suggested to be developed using Python for three important reasons:



Python is an open programming language that allows integrating systems
more effectively. So it supposes a good tool and a free one.



Python is growing in technological and scientific areas so lots of packages that
can ease the work have been already implemented. You just have to import it
and use it. Especially it exists some package designed for Neural Networks.



The software must evolve at the same time that the main project do. So
Python is a good option because it is relatively easy to modify or amplify the
code.



It was proposed to investigate the possibility to introduce the network topology
with the PYNN standard.

At this point a great research about neural-network packages from python was done.
Brian2 and PyNN are two important neural-networks packages from Python
recommended by the advisors,
After some research on internet, has been concluded that Python fits perfectly with the
requirements. Python is an open source language which has several packages already
implemented that users can easily use only by installing the software on the code. Python
also allows programming as object-oriented language that is useful to shape neurons.
In the other hand Brian and PyNN are more focused on scientific neural simulation
software than in GUI so finally were discarded.
Some papers and thesis about how the neural networks are modelled and how SNAVA
works were provided by the advisors. So the first step was the understanding of the
hardware, learn about Python and look for an appropriate Python package which allows
creating the interface.
First the project was started with Tkinter. Tkinter is a package for GUIs that comes with
Python so don’t need installing extra content but after getting deep into it was discarded
because its functionalities were limited. Finally another was found, PyQt.
PyQt is a powerful tool that has lots of defined widgets for GUIs both as input and display.
But the most interesting characteristic from PyQt is that comes with software that allows
to create a GUI for python from a pallet.
The software allows creating visually the appearance, adding many widgets, changing
widgets characteristics and even creating interactions using signals and slots between
widgets.
Once the GUI is created on the palette is needed to save the file with the extension .ui.
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In order to use PyQt is needed to import PyQt packages on the code and also use Python
as an object oriented language.
Then this file must be charged on the main code using the sentence:
uic.loadUi("name.ui", self) # Charge .ui configuration on the object

And the appearance that has been created on the palette will be charged on your
software windows.
Then taking into account the inputs that advisors agree to use, the final GUI was been
created.
Once the aspect of the GUI was charged in the code, the next step was thinking an easy
and clear structure of the code taking into account that this software could be extended in
the future.
The structure of the code tries to be ordered by actions that get items from the interface,
actions that process data, actions that print the data on the document and actions that
display the network on screen.
To start the development simple tasks actions were created:

Get items from the interface:
These functions use directly PyQt facilities to get data from input widgets as .Value()
or .Text().
General values:


GetGeneralValues: This action recreates the physical properties of the board that
user are going to use in his emulation. (Chip ID, Layer, Virtualization and also the
name to save the file.)



GetMatrixValues: This action recreates the dimensions of the board layers. (chips
rows and columns)

Specific values:


GetRegularLattice: This action gets the values from the regular lattice definition
parameters given by the user converting a string into an array where each field is
a neuron layer.



GetOrderedLattice: This action gets values from the Ordered Lattice definition
parameters given by the user transforming a string in a matrix where each field is
a connection.



GetRandomLattice: this action gets values from the Random Lattice definitions
parameters given by the user.
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Data processing and printing:
Python basically uses strings. So that’s how all the data from the interface has been
stored. The data given by the user has been transformed into coordinates. Each neuron
receives both, virtual and mapped coordinates, using strings and methods to process
strings like split() that split different values in a text chain.
Virtual coordinates are essential in order to get the theoretical network, and mapped
coordinates are required to distribute the theoretical network on the physic board taking
into account the virtualization and the number of chips used.
This process is different depending on input elements and the topology so some specific
actions for each Lattice has been created.
Regular Lattice:
This distribution hardly needs processing. The description of the network has been
obtained in previous section using a string where the user defines neurons per layer
using a vector. For Example,(3,4,2) The algorithm interprets this input like 3 neurons on
the first layer, 4 neurons on the second layer and 2 neurons on the last layer. So using
iterators can be printed directly on the text because each neuron is connected to all
neurons in next layer. So any action to process this lattice has been necessary.
In order to process these inputs and get the virtual and mapped network for printing,
these actions have been developed:


GetRegularConnections: This action runs through each neuron and connects with
the neurons on the next layer using iterators. While it’s running also save the
coordinates of the origin and destination neurons of each connection and then,
prints a document which describes the relationship between virtual and physical
network. Finally this action returns the connections between neurons.



RenderRegularLattice: This action is the first function in Regular Lattice process.
Its function is to launch all actions needed to get values, create connections and
then, create standard text documents.

Ordered Lattice:
Here the user defines the virtual network dimension like a matrix (row x column) and then
introduce the connection pattern between neurons introducing a string. The string defines
the connection using x and y coordinates. For example (0,1);(1,0) that means that a
neuron has a connection one position above in y axes and other connection one position
to the right in x axes. If the neuron on the top row has connections (0,1) it has to be
connected to the one in the bottom row at same column like it was circular. The same
happens on the right and left edges or on the bottom.
In order to process these inputs and get the virtual and mapped network for printing, this
action has been developed:


GetOrderedConnections: This action runs through each neuron on the matrix
defined creating the connections established by the pattern. While it’s running
save the coordinates of the origin and destination neurons of each connection and
then, prints a document which describes the relationship between virtual and
physical network. Finally this action returns the connections between neurons.
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RenderOrderedLattice: This action is the first function in Ordered Lattice process.
Its function is to launch all actions needed to get values, create connections and
then, create standard text documents.

Random Lattice:
In this distribution the user defines modules and assigns a virtual matrix of neurons to
each module and then assigns a typical deviation to the connections.
In this case the data has to be a bit more processed and make some calculations:



GetMapping: Is the first step. This action distributes the modules and neurons into
a matrix to make easier the data processing. And also prints a documents a
document which describes the relationship between virtual and physical network.



GetNeuronConnections: Is the second step. This action establishes random
connections between neurons. The random depends on the next three actions.



CalculateDistance: Calculates the distance between two neurons.



GaussianFunction: Calculates a Gaussian in function of the distance.



CalculateDistanceProbability: Use CalculateDistance and GaussianFunction to
give the probability of being connected to a destination neuron.



GetConnectionsBetweenModules: The third step. Connect randomly the modules.



GetConnectionsPerNeuron: This action purpose is control how much it is the
maximum connections per neuron.



GenerateRandom: This action launches the actions responsible to generate a
random configuration and then store the connections. It is done to ensure that
when you launch the other actions related to Random Lattice the configuration
doesn’t change randomly.



RenderRandomLattice: This action launches the actions needed to print both,
virtual and SNAVA text documents.

In summary the Random Lattice create a virtual network and, using a Gaussian function,
randomly choose which neurons are connected. Then sorts the information and print it.
As each Lattice process finally returns connections and in order to print the results in the
standard text documents the next actions are developed:


ClusterConnections: In order to satisfy SNAVA standard the synapses, in the
document, must be sorted by destination. This action sorts the connections done
before.
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GetConnectionsPerNeuron: This action calculates the maximum number of
synapses from each neuron. This is needed because the SNAVA standard
document needs that all neurons have the same amount of synapses even if there
are empty connections.



GetMaxVirtAchieved: This function calculates the maximum virtualization layer.



GetBlankConnections: To accomplish the SNAVA standard the text document
must be also filled with the neuron synapses that aren’t connected to another
neuron. This action add these empty connections.



ToBinary: Transforms integers into binary taking into account the length of each
column in the text documents.



CreateTxtFromConnections: This action prints the connections in both text
documents, virtual and SNAVA’s.

Read File:
These actions read a virtual file and create the SNAVA’s document.


GetConnectionsFromFile: This action reads a standard file simpler than SNAVA
standard and then transforms the information of the file in connections that the
software can use.



RenderReadText: This action launches all actions needed to get the connections
from a file and then print it.



CreateNewNeuron: this action transforms the virtual.txt inputs in virtual neurons in
order to set the virtual network.

Visualization:
This feature allows the user to see on the GUI two representations of the network that is
going to be created:


ViewConnectionsScene: Shows the network and when you click on some neuron,
the neurons connected to it change their colour.



ViewDistributionScene: Shows x and y axes and each point in the graph refers to
a connection between neurons.



ChangeConnectionsDirection: In order to view properly the lattices this action
changes the direction of each connection.

In order to launch these two actions, two more actions for each lattice have been created:


VirtualRegularLattice: Launch the actions needed to use ViewDistributionScene.
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ConnectionsRegularLatticeScene:
ViewConnectionScene.

Launch

the

actions

needed

to

use

For each Lattice the actions has the same name but changing Regular by Ordered,
Random or ReadTxt.
In Figure 13 is shown a summary of the flux diagram of regular and ordered lattice:

View
connections

Get
Values

Get Connections

View
distribution

Get
Values

Get Connections

Execute

Get
Values

Get Connections

ViewConnectionsScene

ViewDistributionScene

CreateTxtFromConnections

Figure 13: Regular and Ordered flux diagram

When any of the three buttons is clicked the processes shown on Figure 13 start. Get
values starts with Render action that launch the actions which get the board values and
the lattice values. Then, the connections are created in Get Connections stage. Once the
connections are created they are visualized or printed on the documents depending on
which button has been clicked. In last stage some extra actions are needed in order to
accomplish SNAVA standards or visualize properly the lattice. For example, before
CreateTxtFromConnections, are launched:






GetMaxVirtAchieved
GetConnectionsPerNeuron
GetBlankConnections
ClusterConnections
ToBinary

And, before ViewConnectionScene or ViewDistributionScene:


ChangeConnectionsDirection

Random flux diagram are different because of the randomness. Random flux diagram,
ReadTxt flux diagram and each input description are shown on annexes.
The last step of the thesis has consisted on testing the software in order to verify the
proper operation.
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4.

Results

The results of this thesis are just the developed software. So a summary of the final
aspects of the software is shown.
Code Structure:
The code begins with the necessary imports to use the methods required, then it follows
some classes where the data will be stored, using strings, during the software is running.
And finally in the main class Window all the actions defined in methodology. The actions
are explained in previous chapter and the complete code structure is shown on annexes.
GUI:
The final GUI is shown in next figures. It is simple and clean but need some instructions
to be used. In next software versions the GUI could be transformed in one a bit more
intuitive.
Text generations and visualization:
Some examples of different Lattices are shown below:

Figure 14: Connections between neurons on a regular lattice (1,2,3).

Figure 14 shows which source neurons are connected with the destination neurons in a
regular lattice. Each neuron is defined by an index. The index and the connections
are reflected on virtual network document.
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Figure 15: Neuron distribution on a regular lattice (1,2,3). The red neuron is connected to green ones.

Figure 15 shows how neurons are connected. The red one is the clicked neuron and
green ones are the source neurons that connect with the clicked one.
In this regular lattice the index number one is for the first neuron in the first column, the
index number two is for the first neuron in second column, the index number three is for
the second neuron in the second column and so on.

And finally an example of created text documents:

Figure 16: SNAVA’s Regular lattice (1,2,3) text document.
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Figure 16 shows the SNAVA text document needed to establish a configuration of a
specific random lattice created automatically by the software and mapped on the SNAVA
standard.

Figure 17: Virtual network document text Regular lattice (1,2,3).

Figure 17 shows the virtual document text. This document is divided by Origin or source
neuron and Destination neuron. Each row is a connection between neurons. The first
number is the index of the neuron and the vector is the position of the neuron.

Figure 18: Conversion document between virtual and SNAVA documents

Figure 18 shows the document _conv created in order to make the user understand
where neurons of the virtual network are placed on the SNAVA standard document. This
is important because in order to use all the resources of the FPGA neurons are assigned
orderly in all FPGA processors. In this particular case, the neuron placed on 0,0 of virtual
corresponds to position 0,0 , virtualization 1, and chip id 1 but the neuron 2,2 of the virtual
corresponds to position 2,1 , virtualization 1, and chip id 1. So in this case the FPGA have
more resources than the dimension of the virtual network.
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5.

Budget

Development costs
To calculate the cost of the development of the software has been considered the
software and hardware used, and the salary of the junior engineer who has made the
development. The time spend on the thesis is about 400 hours.
Python is open language that means that is free.
The computer workstation has been used 400 h the amortization of the computer is 2
years so the quantity of the use in terms of time is 0,02 approx.
The salary of a junior engineer is 30€ per hour. In addition, during the project the
computer workstation was consuming electricity from the grid. The power of the computer
is estimated 500W.

Description
Python software license
Computer workstation
Junior engineer
Electricity consumption
TOTAL

Unitary Units
cost
0€
Per unit
1.000€
Per unit
30,00€
Per hour
0,025€
Per kWh

Quantity
1
0,02
400h
320kWh

Total
0,00€
20,00€
12.000,00€
3.200,00€
15.220,00€

Table 6: Development costs
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6.

Conclusions and future development:

Summary
In order to be able to develop the software, first of all I have learned about SNAVA and
understood how the text document has to be defined to ensure it proper work. Also I have
learned about different topologies about neural networks and how they communicate with
each other. Then I’ve learned Python from zero, object-oriented programming and
several methods and package from Python.
The software has been developed to satisfy basic needs as create a Regular Lattice,
Ordered Lattice, Random Lattice and read a lattice from a file. Also it is possible to
visualize the network in order to ensure that the file is creating the network that you want.
So the goal of making it automatic, save time and avoid human errors has been
accomplished.
On the other hand this software can be expanded and add new features or change the
aspect of the GUI if new needs or more complex needs have to be satisfied.
Moreover the skills acquired developing this software can be extrapolated in the
generation of other types of networks and allows future software development in other
fields.

Conclusions
It has been the first time that I develop software so, initially, I was starting disorderly and I
did get to dead ends because of that. So you must be well organized in order to program.
First of all the programming language has to be mastered, their strengths and weakness
are important in order to determine whether the software can be developed. The research
of how the language works is the most important task and if you’re starting from zero,
probably the hardest one in terms of time.
The second step is defined clearly software requirements and restrictions. The more
defined are, less problems appear and, obviously, in order to develop software for
someone, their needs have to been severely take it into account.
Once the problem is well described and the tool is mastered you can decide if the
software would be viable or not. It is possible that you need first the requirements and
restrictions in order to search if the language has a package that can make your job
easier. Concreting, Python as an open source language has lot of free packages to enjoy.
At this point, the skeleton code must be defined. It is important trying to think globally at
first in order to create an efficient code. Sometimes you have few issues that can be
treated the same way. For example, I started defining an action for each kind of issue for
each kind of Lattice. Then I realized that to get values from the interface I could do just
one action and the same for printing or visualizing. So think globally make the code easy
to read and save time. For example in GUI developments Model View Controller (MVC) is
used as software architectural pattern.
MVC consist on divide the application into three interconnected parts, so as to separate
internal representations of information from the ways that information is presented to or
accepted from the user. That helps to order the code and ease the different tasks.
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Talking about the developed software, the software allows three kinds of automatically
networks and an option that allow the user create the needed document using a pseudo
document which is easier to write than the document needed to charge the boards.
That supposes a great save of time and prevents human errors. For example one single
SNAVA FPGA can emulate 200 neurons with 50 connections each. We are talking about
10000 lines in a text document that software can do easily.
On the other hand this software is just starting. Currently the software doesn’t allow
modifications in the standard network designs. It is possible to modify the created
networks with the virtual document but it takes more time. The software could be able to
do this even more easily.
So the next step extending the software capabilities could be changing the pseudo
document reader and generator into an automatic task. For example making the software
interactive and create the wished network through the visualizing panel, choosing which
connection want or not and if these connection must be excitatory or inhibitory.

Recommendations
As is said on conclusions:


Be ordered.



Define properly the requirements and restrictions.



Known well the programming language.



Search done packages that make easier your job. Open source languages
best strengths are you can use the job done by others in order to evolve faster.



Think globally in your code.

Sometimes it’s complicated to install new packages to use in Python but it exist some
installers like Anaconda that can help installing the package faster and without trouble.
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8.

Annexes

8.1.

Flux diagrams

Get
Connections

Generate

Get Values

View
Connections

Get Stored
Connections

ViewConnectionsScene

View
Distribution

Get Stored
Connections

ViewDistributionScene

Create Text

Get Stored
Connections

CreateTxtFromConnections

Figure 19: Random flux diagram

When you get the connections of the random lattice some random actions are executed.
In order to visualize and print the same distribution, first of all the connections are
generated and then stored. So it is the same distribution until generate button is clicked
again.
In Get Connections stage the actions are launched in the order that is explained on
chapter 3.

View
Connections

Get Values

CreateNewNeuron

ViewConnectionsScene

View
Distribution

Get Values

CreateNewNeuron

ViewDistributionScene

Execute

Get Values

CreateNewNeuron

CreateTxtFromConnections

Figure 20: ReadTxt flux diagram

This flux is simple. First, in get values stage, the software stores board values and txt
values. Then Create neurons taking into account the txt values and then launch the final
action depending on which button is clicked.
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8.2.

More Results

Figure 21: Connections between neurons on an ordered lattice. Pattern (1,0);(0,1).

Figure 22: Neuron distribution on an ordered lattice (1,0);(0,1). The red neuron is connected to green
ones.

In ordered lattice the neuron indexed by 1 is the one which is at left on the bottom and the
index increase, first by rows and then by columns. The red one on the Figure 22 is
indexed by 13 and the green on below is indexed by 8.
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Figure 23: Connections between neurons on a random lattice.

Figure 24: Neuron distribution on a random lattice. The red neuron is connected to green ones.

In random lattice the index starts at the top left neuron and increase by columns and then
by rows. The red neuron in Figure 24 is indexed by 17, the black neuron below the red
one is indexed by 18 and the green one next to the red one is indexed by 21.
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8.3.

READ ME

Steps in the installation are:

1. Go to Python main page (www.python.org) and download the last version.
Follow the steps to install it.
2. Download and install PyQt. It can be found on sourceforge for example.
You can use an easy-to-install software as Anaconda or doing manually.
3. Ensure that your .ui document and your .pyw document are in the same
folder.
4. To run the GUI go to start menu command prompt.
5. In command prompt go to the folder where the .pyw document is and write
the sentence:
Python name.pyw

8.4.

USER GUIDE

Chip ID: Number of chips.
Board Row: Board’s number of rows.
Board Column: Boards number of columns.
Virtualization: Number of virtualization levels allowed.
Max. Number of synapses per processor: Number of connections (synapses) available in
each processor (neuron).
File Name: The document name that uses to charge the board.
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IMPORTANT: these parameters are mandatory to define the board dimensions otherwise
the text document won’t be created properly.

Regular Lattice

Number of neurons per layer: In order to define the topology you must introduce the
neurons per layer split by “,”. Example 4,3,2.
Take into account that automatically each neuron is connected to all neurons on the
previous layer.

Ordered Lattice

Number of columns: Define the network number of columns.
Number of rows: Define the network number of rows.
Pattern: In order to define the connections you must introduce two numbers split by “,”
(x,y) to each connection and then split by “;”between each connection. Example 1,0;01:
That creates a pattern for each neuron that connects the neuron one position right and
one position up.

Random Lattice
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Number of modules: Number of modules.
Rows: Number of neurons rows into a module.
Columns: Number of neurons columns into a module.
Neuron connections: Number of connections for each neuron inside a module.
Connections between modules: Number of connections between modules.
Typical deviation: Typical deviation in percentage.
Correct way to enter the inputs:
The user has to notice that if the modules are n x m, where n are the rows and m the
columns, the maximum number of neuron connections is n x m – 1. And if there is i
modules the connections between modules is i - 1

General buttons:

View distributions: Shows an x,y graph with points that means what neuron is connected
with other.
View connections: Shows the network and when you click on a neuron, the neurons
connected to it change their colour. Take into account that the green neurons are origin
connections not destiny connections.
Execute: Generate both documents pseudo and SNAVA.
Important:
In Random Lattice a button called Generate has been created in order to ensure that can
be viewed the same Random Lattice which is printed. So the correct use of Random
would be:
1. Generate: generate a Random Lattice
2. View or execute the Random Lattice previously generated
3. To generate a new lattice or change any value of the current lattice click generate
again.
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8.5.

Glossary

ANN

Artificial neural networks

AHA

Advanced Hardware Architecture

BRAM

Block RAM

CAM

Content Addressable Memory

CPE

Configurable Processing Element

CPU

Central processing unit

FPGA

Field programmable gate array

GUI

Graphical user interface

PE

Processing Element

RISC

Reduced instruction set computer

SIMD

Single instruction multiple data

SNAVA

Spiking Neural-networks Architecture for Versatile Applications

SNN

Spiking neural networks

TFG

Treball final de grau
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8.6.

Code

import sys
import math
import random
import matplotlib
import numbers
import re
matplotlib.use("Qt5Agg")
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from operator import attrgetter
from PyQt5.QtWidgets import *
from PyQt5.QtCore import QPointF, QRectF, Qt
from PyQt5.QtGui import QPen, QBrush
from PyQt5 import QtWidgets
from PyQt5 import uic

class Position:
def __init__(self, x, y, virt, chip):
self.x = x;
self.y = y;
self.virt = virt;
self.chip = chip;
def __comp__ (self, other):
if self.chip < other.chip:
return -1
elif self.chip > other.chip:
return 1
else:
if self.y < other.y:
return -1
elif self.y > other.y:
return 1
else:
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if self.x < other.x:
return -1
elif self.x > other.x:
return 1
else:
if self.virt < other.virt:
return -1
elif self.virt > other.virt:
return 1
else:
return 0
def __lt__(self, other):
return self.chip < other.chip or (self.chip == other.chip and self.y < other.y)
or (self.chip == other.chip and self.y == other.y and self.x < other.x) or (self.chip ==
other.chip and self.x == other.x and self.y == other.y and self.virt < other.virt)
def __str__(self):
return str(self.x) + "," + str(self.y) + "," + str(self.virt) + "," + str(self.chip)
class Neuron:
def __init__(self, virtualPosition, mappedPosition):
self.virtualPosition = virtualPosition
self.mappedPosition = mappedPosition
def __comp__ (self, other):
return self.mappedPosition == other.mappedPosition
def __lt__(self, other):
return self.mappedPosition < other.mappedPosition
def __str__(self):
return str(self.virtualPosition) + " - " + str(self.mappedPosition)
class Connection:
def __init__(self, initialNeuron, finalNeuron):
self.initialNeuron = initialNeuron
self.finalNeuron = finalNeuron

def __str__(self):
return str(self.initialNeuron) + " || " + str(self.finalNeuron)
class Module:
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def __init__(self):
self.neurons = set([])
self.firstNeuron = None
def addNeuron(self, neuron):
self.neurons.add(neuron)
if neuron.virtualPosition.x == 0 and neuron.virtualPosition.y == 0:
self.firstNeuron = neuron
class DestinationNeuron:
def __init__(self, neuron, distanceProbability):
self.neuron = neuron
self.distanceProbability = distanceProbability

class ViewNeuron(QGraphicsEllipseItem):
def setVirtualPosition(self, position):
self.virtualPosition = position
def setConnections(self, connections):
self.connections = connections
def setAllNeurons(self, allNeurons):
self.allNeurons = allNeurons;
def mousePressEvent(self, event):
blackBrush = QBrush(Qt.SolidPattern)
blackBrush.setColor(Qt.black)
greenBrush = QBrush(Qt.SolidPattern)
greenBrush.setColor(Qt.green)
redBrush = QBrush(Qt.SolidPattern)
redBrush.setColor(Qt.red)

for key, neuron in self.allNeurons.items():
neuron.setBrush(blackBrush)

self.setBrush(redBrush)

for connection in self.connections:
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if
str(self.virtualPosition):

str(connection.finalNeuron.virtualPosition)

==

pos = connection.initialNeuron.virtualPosition
self.allNeurons[str(pos)].setBrush(greenBrush)

class Ventana(QMainWindow):

#Class constructor method
def __init__(self):
# Initialize QMainWindow object
QMainWindow.__init__(self)
# Load configuration file .ui (defines th GUI view)
uic.loadUi("interfazvectorentrada.ui", self)

#Get values from GUI
self.ExecuteRegular.clicked.connect(self.RenderRegularLattice)
self.ViewRegularConnections.clicked.connect(self.ConnectionsRegularLatticeSce
ne)
self.ViewRegularDistribution.clicked.connect(self.VirtualRegularLattice)
self.ExecuteOrdered.clicked.connect(self.RenderOrderedLattice)
self.ViewOrderedConnections.clicked.connect(self.ConnectionsOrderedLattice)
self.ViewOrderedDistribution.clicked.connect(self.VirtualOrderedLattice)
self.ExecuteRandom.clicked.connect(self.RenderRandomLattice)
self.ExecuteReadTxt.clicked.connect(self.RenderReadText)
self.ViewRandomConnections.clicked.connect(self.ConnectionsRandomLattice)
self.ViewRandomDistribution.clicked.connect(self.VirtualRandomLattice)
self.ViewReadTxtConnections.clicked.connect(self.ConnectionsReadTxt)
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self.ViewReadTxtDistribution.clicked.connect(self.VirtualReadTxt)
self.Generate.clicked.connect(self.GenerateRandom)
self.previousRandomValues = None

# Transform int to binary taking into account each field in .txt document:
def ToBinary(self, value, numberOfBits):
return str(bin(value)).replace("0b", "").zfill(numberOfBits)
# Saves board values in variables:
def GetGeneralValues(self):
self.FileName = self.FileNamelineEdit.text()
self.VirtualFileName = self.FileName + "_virtual"
self.GetMatrixValues()
self.connectionsProcessor = self.spinBoxConnectionsProcessor.value()
self.chipID = self.spinBoxChipID.value()
self.RandomVirtualRowsValue = self.RandomVirtualRows.value()
# Saves

the values of rows and columns of the board in variables:

def GetMatrixValues(self):
self.MatrixX = self.spinBoxChipRow.value()
self.MatrixY = self.spinBoxChipColumn.value()
# The main action for Regular lattice. Launch actions needed to generate virtual
and mapped topologies documents for Regular lattice:
def RenderRegularLattice(self):
self.GetGeneralValues()
self.GetRegularLattice()
regularConnections = self.GetRegularConnections()
regularConnections += self.GetBlankConnections(regularConnections)
self.CreateTxtFromConnections(regularConnections)
print("---- END ----")
# Saves the pattern for Regular Lattice, calculates which is the layer with more
neurons and calculates the virtualization:
def GetRegularLattice(self):
self.NeuronsLayer = self.lineEditRegular.text().split(",")

maxLayerValue = 0
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lastValidInArray = len(self.NeuronsLayer) - 1

for i in range(0, lastValidInArray):
layer = self.NeuronsLayer[i]

if int(layer) > maxLayerValue:
maxLayerValue = int(layer)

self.MaxVirtual = math.floor(self.connectionsProcessor / maxLayerValue)
# The main action for Ordered lattice. Launch actions needed to generate virtual
and mapped topologies documents for Ordered lattice:
def RenderOrderedLattice(self):
self.GetGeneralValues()
self.GetOrderedLattice()

for i in range(0, len(self.Pattern)):
self.Pattern[i][0] = -self.Pattern[i][0]
self.Pattern[i][1] = -self.Pattern[i][1]

orderedConnections = self.GetOrderedConnections()
self.CreateTxtFromConnections(orderedConnections)
print("---- END ----")
# Saves the pattern for Ordered Lattice and calculates the virtualization:
def GetOrderedLattice(self):
self.RowNeuronNumber = self.spinBoxOrderedRow.value()
self.ColumnNeuronNumber = self.spinBoxOrderedColumn.value()
self.Pattern = self.lineEditOrdered.text().split(";")
self.MaxVirtual = math.floor(self.connectionsProcessor / len(self.Pattern))
#RegExpr Pattern -> (\\d+,\\d+)(;(\\d+,\\d+))*

i=0
while i < len(self.Pattern):
currentPattern = self.Pattern[i].split(",")
self.Pattern[i] = [int(currentPattern[0]), int(currentPattern[1])]
i += 1
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# The main action for Random lattice. Launch actions needed to generate virtual
and mapped topologies documents for Random lattice:
def RenderRandomLattice(self):
if self.previousRandomValues != None:
connections = self.previousRandomValues[:]
connections += self.GetBlankConnections(connections)
self.CreateTxtFromConnections(connections,True)
print("---- END ----")
# Saves the pattern for Random Lattice and calculates the virtualization:
def GetRandomLattice(self):
self.GetGeneralValues()
self.RandomVirtualColumnsValue = self.RandomVirtualColumns.value()
self.NumberOfModules = self.spinBoxModuleNum.value()
self.NeuronConnections = self.spinBoxNeuronConect.value()
self.ModuleConnections = self.spinBoxModulesConection.value()
self.ExcitatoryDeviation = self.Typicaldeviation.value() / 100
self.MaxVirtual
=
math.floor(self.connectionsProcessor
(self.NeuronConnections + self.ModuleConnections))

/

# Distributes and maps neurons in modules from Random Lattice. Then, return
the constructed modules:
def GetMapping(self):
fileConvertion = open(self.FileName + "_conv.txt", "w" )
modules = set([])
x = -1
y=0
virt = 1
chip = 1
indexNeuron = 0

for m in range(0, self.NumberOfModules):
currentModule = Module()
for j in range(0, self.RandomVirtualColumnsValue):
for i in range(0, self.RandomVirtualRowsValue):
indexNeuron += 1
x += 1
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if x >= self.MatrixX:
x=0
y += 1
if y >= self.MatrixY:
y=0
virt += 1
if virt > self.MaxVirtual:
virt = 1
chip += 1

currentModule.addNeuron(Neuron(Position(i,
indexNeuron, m), Position(x, y, virt, chip)))

j,

fileConvertion.write(str(i) + "," + str(j) + " module : " +
str(m) + " - " +
str(x) + "," + str(y) + " virt: " +
str(virt) + " chip: " + str(chip) + "\n")

modules.add(currentModule)

fileConvertion.close()
return modules
# For each module creats the connections between neurons:
def GetNeuronConnexions(self, module):
connections = []
remainingNeurons = module.neurons.copy()

while len(remainingNeurons) > 0:
neuron = random.sample(remainingNeurons, 1)[0]
remainingNeurons.remove(neuron)
destinationCandidates = set([])

for endNeuron in module.neurons:
destinationCandidates.add(DestinationNeuron(endNeuron,
self.CalculateDistanceProbability(neuron, endNeuron)))
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neuronConnections = []
while len(neuronConnections) < self.NeuronConnections:
candidate = random.sample(destinationCandidates, 1)[0]

if random.random() <= candidate.distanceProbability:
destinationCandidates.remove(candidate)
neuronConnections.append(Connection(neuron,
candidate.neuron))

connections += neuronConnections

return connections
# Launchs the GaussianFunction in order to obtain the probability of beeing
connected.
def CalculateDistanceProbability(self, neuron, endNeuron):
distance = self.CalculateDistance(neuron, endNeuron)

if distance == 0:
return 0

return self.GaussianFunction(distance)
# Calculates the distance between virtual neurons:
def CalculateDistance(self, neuron, endNeuron):
return math.sqrt((neuron.virtualPosition.x - endNeuron.virtualPosition.x)**2
+ (neuron.virtualPosition.y - endNeuron.virtualPosition.y)**2)
# Returns the value of the gaussian in function of the distance:
def GaussianFunction(self, d):
variance = self.ExcitatoryDeviation
return
((d**2)/2*(variance**2)))

(1/math.sqrt(2*math.pi*(variance**2)))*math.exp(-

# Map the connections between modules:
def GetConnectionsBetweenModules(self, neuronsMapping):
connections = []

for originModule in neuronsMapping:
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candidates = neuronsMapping.copy()
candidates.remove(originModule)

moduleConnections
self.ModuleConnections)

=

random.sample(candidates,

for destinationModule in moduleConnections:
connections.append(Connection(originModule.firstNeuron,
destinationModule.firstNeuron))

return connections
# This action creates both, virtual and board topology documents using the
connections previously created:
def CreateTxtFromConnections(self, connections, useModule=False):
createdFile = open(self.FileName + ".txt", "w" )
virtualFile = open(self.VirtualFileName + ".txt", "w" )
virtualLine = "Origin - Destination"

if useModule:
virtualLine += " - " + str(self.RandomVirtualRowsValue) + "x" +
str(self.RandomVirtualColumnsValue)

virtualLine += "\n"
virtualFile.write(virtualLine)

connections = self.ClusterConnections(connections)
connectionsPerNeuron = self.GetConnectionsPerNeuron(connections)
previousFinalNeuron = None

numberOfConnectionsInNeuron = 0
maxVirtAchieved = self.GetMaxVirtAchieved(connections)
lines = []

for connection in connections:
if previousFinalNeuron == None:
previousFinalNeuron = connection.finalNeuron
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if str(previousFinalNeuron) != str(connection.finalNeuron):
while

numberOfConnectionsInNeuron

<

connectionsPerNeuron:
currentLine = str(numberOfConnectionsInNeuron +
(previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.virt
1)
*
connectionsPerNeuron)
+
"\t0000000\t0000\t0000\t000"
currentLine
+=
"\t"
self.ToBinary(previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.chip,7)
+
"\t"
self.ToBinary(previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.x,4)
+
"\t"
self.ToBinary(previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.y,4)
+
"\t"
self.ToBinary(previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.virt,3) + "\t" + "excitatory" + "\n"

+
+
+
+

lines.append(currentLine)
numberOfConnectionsInNeuron += 1

numberOfConnectionsInNeuron = 0

previousFinalPosition
previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition

=

currentFinalPosition
connection.finalNeuron.mappedPosition

=

if
previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.virt
maxVirtAchieved
and
(previousFinalPosition.x
!=
currentFinalPosition.x
previousFinalPosition.y != currentFinalPosition.y or previousFinalPosition.chip
currentFinalPosition.chip):
while

numberOfConnectionsInNeuron

<
or
!=
<

connectionsPerNeuron:
currentLine
=
str(numberOfConnectionsInNeuron + (maxVirtAchieved-1) * connectionsPerNeuron) +
"\t0000000\t0000\t0000\t000"
currentLine
self.ToBinary(previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.chip,7)
self.ToBinary(previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.x,4)
self.ToBinary(previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.y,4)
self.ToBinary(maxVirtAchieved,3) + "\t" + "excitatory" + "\n"

+=
+
+
+

"\t"
"\t"
"\t"
"\t"

+
+
+
+

lines.append(currentLine)
numberOfConnectionsInNeuron += 1

previousFinalNeuron = connection.finalNeuron
numberOfConnectionsInNeuron = 0
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currentLine
=
str(numberOfConnectionsInNeuron
+
(previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.virt - 1) * connectionsPerNeuron) + "\t" +
self.ToBinary(connection.initialNeuron.mappedPosition.chip,7) + "\t";
currentLine
self.ToBinary(connection.initialNeuron.mappedPosition.x,4)
self.ToBinary(connection.initialNeuron.mappedPosition.y,4)
self.ToBinary(connection.initialNeuron.mappedPosition.virt,3)

+
+

"\t"
"\t"

currentLine
+=
"\t"
self.ToBinary(previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.chip,7)
+
"\t"
self.ToBinary(previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.x,4)
+
"\t"
self.ToBinary(previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.y,4)
+
"\t"
self.ToBinary(previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.virt,3) + "\t" + "excitatory" + "\n"

+=
+
+
+
+
+
+

if connection.initialNeuron.mappedPosition.chip > 0:
virtualInitial = connection.initialNeuron.virtualPosition
virtualFinal = connection.finalNeuron.virtualPosition

virtualLine = str(virtualInitial.virt) + "(" + str(virtualInitial.x) +
"," + str(virtualInitial.y) + ")"

if useModule:
virtualLine += str(virtualInitial.chip)

virtualLine += "
str(virtualFinal.x) + "," + str(virtualFinal.y) + ")"

-

" + str(virtualFinal.virt) + "(" +

if useModule:
virtualLine += str(virtualFinal.chip)

virtualLine += "\n"
virtualFile.write(virtualLine)

lines.append(currentLine)
numberOfConnectionsInNeuron += 1

while numberOfConnectionsInNeuron < connectionsPerNeuron:
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currentLine
"\t0000000\t0000\t0000\t000"

=

str(numberOfConnectionsInNeuron)

+

currentLine
+=
"\t"
self.ToBinary(previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.chip,7)
+
"\t"
self.ToBinary(previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.x,4)
+
"\t"
self.ToBinary(previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.y,4)
+
"\t"
self.ToBinary(previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.virt,3) + "\t" + "excitatory" + "\n"

+
+
+
+

lines.append(currentLine)
numberOfConnectionsInNeuron += 1

chip = previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.chip
virt = previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.virt
y = previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.y
x = previousFinalNeuron.mappedPosition.x

currentNeuronNeedsExtra = (virt < maxVirtAchieved)

while (x < self.MatrixX and y < self.MatrixY) or currentNeuronNeedsExtra:
numberOfConnectionsInNeuron = 0

virt = maxVirtAchieved

if currentNeuronNeedsExtra:
currentNeuronNeedsExtra = False;
else:
x += 1
if x == self.MatrixX:
x=0
y += 1
if y == self.MatrixY:
break

while numberOfConnectionsInNeuron < connectionsPerNeuron:
currentLine = str(numberOfConnectionsInNeuron
(maxVirtAchieved - 1) * connectionsPerNeuron) + "\t0000000\t0000\t0000\t000"

+
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currentLine += "\t" + self.ToBinary(chip,7) + "\t" +
self.ToBinary(x,4) + "\t" + self.ToBinary(y,4) + "\t" + self.ToBinary(virt,3) + "\t" +
"excitatory" + "\n"
lines.append(currentLine)
numberOfConnectionsInNeuron += 1

lastLine = lines.pop()
lastLine = lastLine.strip()
lines.append(lastLine)

createdFile.writelines(lines)

createdFile.close()
virtualFile.close()
# Sorts connections to fit the format:
def ClusterConnections(self, connections):
return sorted(connections, key=attrgetter('finalNeuron'))
# Calcualtes the maxim number of connections per neuron:
def GetConnectionsPerNeuron(self, connections):
maxConnectionsInNeuron = 0
currentConnectionsInNeuron = 0
currentFinalNeuron = None

for i in range(0, len(connections)):
currentConnection = connections[i]

if currentFinalNeuron == None or str(currentFinalNeuron) !=
str(currentConnection.finalNeuron):
currentFinalNeuron = currentConnection.finalNeuron
currentConnectionsInNeuron = 1
else:
currentConnectionsInNeuron += 1

if currentConnectionsInNeuron > maxConnectionsInNeuron:
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maxConnectionsInNeuron = currentConnectionsInNeuron

return maxConnectionsInNeuron
# Calculates the possible maximum virtualization levels:
def GetMaxVirtAchieved(self, connections):
maxVirtAchieved = 1

for connection in connections:
if maxVirtAchieved < connection.initialNeuron.mappedPosition.virt:
maxVirtAchieved
connection.initialNeuron.mappedPosition.virt

=

if maxVirtAchieved < connection.finalNeuron.mappedPosition.virt:
maxVirtAchieved
connection.finalNeuron.mappedPosition.virt

=

return maxVirtAchieved
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------# This action launchs other actions needed to create topologies by reading a .txt:
def RenderReadText(self):
self.GetGeneralValues()
self.ReadFileName = self.ReadFileNameLineEdit.text()
connections = self.GetConnectionsFromFile()
self.CreateTxtFromConnections(connections)
# Maps the connections from the read file:
def GetConnectionsFromFile(self):
fileConvertion = open(self.FileName + "_conv.txt", "w" )

connections = []
partialConnections = []
mappedNeuron = {}

self.x = -1
self.y = 0
self.virt = 1
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self.chip = 1

with open(self.ReadFileName + ".txt") as file:
for line in file:
if "Origin" not in line:
line = line.replace("\n", "")
connection = line.split(" - ")

if connection[0] not in mappedNeuron:
mappedNeuron[connection[0]] = { "neuron" :
connection[0], "times" : 0 }

if connection[1] not in mappedNeuron:
mappedNeuron[connection[1]] = { "neuron" :
connection[1], "times" : 0 }

mappedNeuron[connection[1]]["times"] += 1
partialConnections.append({"initial" : connection[0],
"final" : connection[1]})
else:

headerValues = line.split(" - ")
if len(headerValues) == 3:
moduleSizes = headerValues[2].split("x")
self.RandomVirtualRowsValue

=

self.RandomVirtualColumnsValue

=

int(moduleSizes[0])
int(moduleSizes[1])

maxTimes = {"times" : -1}
for k, v in mappedNeuron.items():
if v["times"] > maxTimes["times"]:
maxTimes = v
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self.MaxVirtual
maxTimes["times"])

=

math.floor(self.connectionsProcessor

/

for k, v in mappedNeuron.items():
v["neuron"] = self.CreateNewNeuron(v["neuron"])
fileConvertion.write(str(v["neuron"].virtualPosition.x)
str(v["neuron"].virtualPosition.y) + " - " +

+

","

+

str(v["neuron"].mappedPosition.x) + "," + str(v["neuron"].mappedPosition.y) + " virt: " +
str(v["neuron"].mappedPosition.virt) + " chip: " + str(v["neuron"].mappedPosition.chip) +
"\n")

for connection in partialConnections:
connections.append(Connection(mappedNeuron[connection["initial"]]["neuron"],
mappedNeuron[connection["final"]]["neuron"]))

emptyNeuron = Neuron(Position(0,0,0,0), Position(0,0,0,0))
for k, v in mappedNeuron.items():
if v["times"] == 0:
connections.append(Connection(emptyNeuron, v["neuron"]))

fileConvertion.close()
return connections
# Creates neurons/connections needed to convert the virtual .txt in a board
mapped .txt:
def CreateNewNeuron(self, virtualStr):
self.x += 1
if self.x >= self.MatrixX:
self.x = 0
self.y += 1
if self.y >= self.MatrixY:
self.y = 0
self.virt += 1
if self.virt > self.MaxVirtual:
self.virt = 1
self.chip += 1
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virtualPosStr = re.split("[\(\)]", virtualStr)
virtualPosition = virtualPosStr[1].split(",")
module = 0
if virtualPosStr[2] !='':

module = int(virtualPosStr[2])

return
Neuron(Position(int(virtualPosition[0]),
int(virtualPosition[1]),
int(virtualPosStr[0]), module), Position(self.x, self.y, self.virt, self.chip))
# Launches the actions needed to view the Regular Lattice distribution on the
GUI:
def VirtualRegularLattice(self):
self.GetGeneralValues()
self.GetRegularLattice()
regularConnections = self.GetRegularConnections()
self.ViewDistributionScene(regularConnections)
# Launches the actions needed to view the Regular Lattice neuron's connections
on the GUI:
def ConnectionsRegularLatticeScene(self):
self.GetGeneralValues()
self.GetRegularLattice()
regularConnections = self.GetRegularConnections()
self.ViewConnectionScene(regularConnections)
# Launches the actions needed to view the Ordered Lattice distribution on the
GUI:
def VirtualOrderedLattice(self):
self.GetGeneralValues()
self.GetOrderedLattice()
orderedConnections = self.GetOrderedConnections()
self.ViewDistributionScene(self.ChangeConnectionsDirection(orderedConnections
))
# Launches the actions needed to view the Ordered Lattice neuron's connections
on the GUI:
def ConnectionsOrderedLattice(self):
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self.GetGeneralValues()
self.GetOrderedLattice()

for i in range(0, len(self.Pattern)):
self.Pattern[i][1] = -self.Pattern[i][1]

orderedConnections = self.GetOrderedConnections()
self.ViewConnectionScene(self.ChangeConnectionsDirection(orderedConnections
))
# Launches the actions needed to view the Random Lattice distribution on the
GUI:
def VirtualRandomLattice(self):
if self.previousRandomValues != None:
self.ViewDistributionScene(self.ChangeConnectionsDirection(self.previousRando
mValues))
# Launches the actions needed to view the Random Lattice neuron's connections
on the GUI:
def ConnectionsRandomLattice(self):
if self.previousRandomValues != None:
self.ViewConnectionScene(self.ChangeConnectionsDirection(self.previousRando
mValues))

# Explores the matrix of rows and columns creating the connections for Ordered
Lattice:
def GetOrderedConnections(self):
fileConvertion = open(self.FileName + "_conv.txt", "w" )
NumberOfPatterns = len(self.Pattern)
NeuronMatrix = []
connections = []

chip = 1
neuronVirtual = 1
neuronColumn = 0
neuronRow = -1
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neuronIndex = 0

y=0
while y < self.RowNeuronNumber:
NeuronColumn = []
x=0
while x < self.ColumnNeuronNumber:
neuronIndex += 1
neuronRow += 1

if neuronRow >= self.MatrixX:
neuronRow = 0
neuronColumn += 1
if neuronColumn >= self.MatrixY:
neuronColumn = 0
neuronVirtual += 1
if neuronVirtual > self.MaxVirtual:
neuronVirtual = 1
chip += 1

currentNeuron = Neuron(Position(x, y, neuronIndex, 0),
Position(neuronRow, neuronColumn, neuronVirtual, chip))

fileConvertion.write(str(x) + "," + str(y) + " - " +
str(neuronRow)
+
str(neuronColumn) + " virt: " + str(neuronVirtual) + " chip: " + str(chip) + "\n")

","

+

NeuronColumn.append(currentNeuron)
x += 1

NeuronMatrix.append(NeuronColumn)
y += 1

x=0
while x < self.RowNeuronNumber:
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y=0
while y < self.ColumnNeuronNumber:
i=0
DestinyNeuron = NeuronMatrix[y][x]
neuronConnections = []
while i < NumberOfPatterns:
CurrentPattern = self.Pattern[i]
OriginX

=

(x

+

CurrentPattern[0])

%

OriginY

=

(y

+

CurrentPattern[1])

%

self.RowNeuronNumber
self.ColumnNeuronNumber
OriginNeuron = NeuronMatrix[OriginY][OriginX]

neuronConnections.append(Connection(OriginNeuron,DestinyNeuron))

i += 1
connections += neuronConnections
y += 1
x += 1

fileConvertion.close()
return connections
# Print on the GUI the neuron's connections:
def ViewConnectionScene(self, connections):
allViewNeurons = {}

scene = QtWidgets.QGraphicsScene()
scene.setSceneRect(QRectF(self.graphicsView.viewport().rect()))
self.graphicsView.setScene(scene)

pen = QPen(Qt.black)
brush = QBrush(Qt.SolidPattern)

offsetModule = self.RandomVirtualRowsValue * 20 + 30
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for connection in connections:
pos = connection.initialNeuron.virtualPosition
neuron = ViewNeuron(5 + pos.x * 15 + offsetModule * pos.chip, 5 +
pos.y * 15, 10, 10)
neuron.setVirtualPosition(pos)
neuron.setBrush(brush)
neuron.setPen(pen)
allViewNeurons[str(pos)] = neuron

pos = connection.finalNeuron.virtualPosition
neuron = ViewNeuron(5 + pos.x * 15 + offsetModule * pos.chip, 5 +
pos.y * 15, 10, 10)
neuron.setVirtualPosition(pos)
neuron.setBrush(brush)
neuron.setPen(pen)
allViewNeurons[str(pos)] = neuron

for key, neuron in allViewNeurons.items():
neuron.setConnections(connections)
neuron.setAllNeurons(allViewNeurons)
scene.addItem(neuron)
# Plots the distribuition of neuron's connections:
def ViewDistributionScene(self, connections):
plotX = []
plotY = []
maxX = 0
maxY = 0

for connection in connections:
initialNeuron = connection.initialNeuron.virtualPosition
finalNeuron = connection.finalNeuron.virtualPosition

if connection.initialNeuron.mappedPosition.chip != 0:
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plotX.append(initialNeuron.virt)
plotY.append(finalNeuron.virt)

if(initialNeuron.virt > maxX):
maxX = initialNeuron.virt

if(finalNeuron.virt > maxY):
maxY = finalNeuron.virt

maxX += 1
maxY += 1

plt.plot(plotX, plotY, 'ro')
plt.axis([0, maxX, 0, maxY])
plt.ylabel('Destination neuron index')
plt.xlabel('Source neuron index')
plt.minorticks_on()
#plt.title(u'desviacion')
plt.show()
# Explores the matrix of rows and columns creating the connections for Regular
Lattice:
def GetRegularConnections(self):
fileConvertion = open(self.FileName + "_conv.txt", "w" )
chip = 1
x = -1
y=0
z=1

LayersNumber = len(self.NeuronsLayer)
PreviousLayerNeurons = []
CurrentLayerNeurons = []
connections = []
i=0
neuronIndex = 0
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while i < LayersNumber:

CurrentNeuronsPerLayer = int(self.NeuronsLayer[i])
PreviousNeuronsPerLayer = len(PreviousLayerNeurons)

j=0
while j < CurrentNeuronsPerLayer:
neuronIndex += 1
x += 1
if x >= self.MatrixX:
x=0
y += 1
if y >= self.MatrixY:
y=0
z += 1
if z > self.MaxVirtual:
z=1
chip += 1

finalNeuron

=

Neuron(Position(i,

j,

neuronIndex,

0),

Position(x, y, z, chip))
fileConvertion.write(str(i) + "," + str(j) + " - " +
str(x) + "," + str(y) + " virt: " +
str(z) + " chip: " + str(chip) + "\n")

CurrentLayerNeurons.append(finalNeuron)

s=0
neuronConnections = []
while s < PreviousNeuronsPerLayer:
initialNeuron = PreviousLayerNeurons[s]
neuronConnections.append(Connection(initialNeuron,finalNeuron))

s += 1
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connections += neuronConnections
j += 1

PreviousLayerNeurons = CurrentLayerNeurons
CurrentLayerNeurons = []
i += 1

fileConvertion.close()
return connections
# Launches the actions needed to plot distribution read by a file:
def VirtualReadTxt (self):
self.GetGeneralValues()
self.ReadFileName = self.ReadFileNameLineEdit.text()
connections = self.GetConnectionsFromFile()
self.ViewDistributionScene(connections)
# Launces the actions needed to view connections in the GUI read by a file:
def ConnectionsReadTxt (self):
self.GetGeneralValues()
self.ReadFileName = self.ReadFileNameLineEdit.text()
connections = self.GetConnectionsFromFile()
for connection in connections:
self.ViewConnectionScene(connections)
# Caluclates the dimension for each neuron showed on the GUI:
def CalculateDiemnsion(self,row,column):
columnpixels = 699/(m+(m-1)/2)
rowpixels = 469/(n+(n-1)/2)
minimumpixels = min(columnpixels,rowpixels)
circlediemnsion = min(minimumpixels,40)
return circlediemnsion
# Adds empty connection needed to fit the format of the board .txt:
def GetBlankConnections(self, connections):
blankConnections = []
mappedNeuron = {}
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for connection in connections:
if str(connection.finalNeuron) not in mappedNeuron:
mappedNeuron[str(connection.finalNeuron)] = { "neuron" :
connection.finalNeuron, "times" : 0 }

if str(connection.initialNeuron) not in mappedNeuron:
mappedNeuron[str(connection.initialNeuron)] = { "neuron" :
connection.initialNeuron, "times" : 0 }

mappedNeuron[str(connection.finalNeuron)]["times"] += 1

emptyNeuron = Neuron(Position(0,0,0,0), Position(0,0,0,0))

for k, v in mappedNeuron.items():
if v["times"] == 0:
blankConnections.append(Connection(emptyNeuron,
v["neuron"]))

return blankConnections
# Generate Random connections in Random Lattice
def GenerateRandom(self):
self.GetRandomLattice()
neuronsMapping = self.GetMapping()
connections = []

for module in neuronsMapping:
connections += self.GetNeuronConnexions(module)

connections += self.GetConnectionsBetweenModules(neuronsMapping)

self.previousRandomValues = connections
# Adapt the direction of the connections in order to visualize thenetwork properly
def ChangeConnectionsDirection(self, connections):
for connection in connections:
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origin = connection.initialNeuron
connection.initialNeuron = connection.finalNeuron
connection.finalNeuron = origin

return connections

#instancia para iniciar la aplicación
app=QApplication(sys.argv)
#crear un objeto de la clase
_ventana = Ventana()
_ventana.show()
app.exec_()
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